E-Talent Management System

Enhanced Talent Management
Attract, hire, and retain skilled employees. This can be done by providing a centralized platform for talent management, including job postings, applicant tracking, and performance management.

Boost Employee Engagement and Productivity
Engage your workforce and boost productivity with modern, easy-to-use tools in a single experience across devices.

Enhance Talent Visibility and Decisions
Gain real-time talent visibility to enhance decision-making with a complete, unified solution for employees and the administrator.

FAQ

Q: How does the e-talent platform work?
A: It implements a comprehensive Talent Data Management system to simplify reporting, automate data handling, and create a LinkedIn-style experience for users. It's easily accessible through any web browser, making it convenient for users to interact with and utilize the platform’s features.

Q: Can the e-talent platform be customised to our organisation’s needs?
A: Yes, the e-talent platform is designed with flexibility in mind. It can be customised to align with your organisation's specific requirements.

Q: Is the platform easy to use for employees with varying technical skills?
A: Absolutely. The platform's user-friendly interface is designed to be intuitive, making it accessible and usable for employees with varying levels of technical expertise. Training and support materials are also available to ensure a smooth adoption process.

About Hayat Technologies

Hayat Technologies is a pioneering tech company that harnesses the power of AI, machine learning, and Big Data Analytics to deliver innovative solutions. With a focus on public health, wellness, and lifelong care, Hayat Technologies strives to deliver cutting-edge technology to empower individuals, communities, and decision-makers worldwide.

Through our projects and partners worldwide, we've established a strong track record.

Join us in exploring new possibilities together.

Contact:
+603 2711 9811
info@myhayat.my
http://myhayat.my

Different users will have different levels of access based on their roles. This is to ensure that only authorized personnel can access and modify the talent's page, enhancing security and data integrity.
Content / Modules

Survey Form Creation
In this designated area, users can easily fill out a survey form with essential details. Afterward, the feedback from the survey will be carefully reviewed, and the platform will be updated accordingly.

Help And Support
Within this section, there are comprehensive materials covering user manuals, administration guidelines, and IT support. User manual content encompasses managing courses, talent, and creating/editing document templates.

Report Management
This section is about a dedicated report creation template that users can utilize to manage reports. The Reports section enables viewing, filtering, and exporting report details conveniently in CSV format.

User Listing in Each Department Or Classes
In this dedicated section, users can effortlessly explore and access a detailed roster of individuals currently within various departments or classes. The list is thoughtfully organized based on personalized preferences, ensuring seamless navigation.

Talent Profile
A page or section that consists of a list of talent from SafetyNet. It presents a complete overview of each talent (for example, personal information, learning progress, employment, and education).

Online Library
Within this section, users can seamlessly upload documents or guidelines for review by others, while ensuring compatibility with PDF and Microsoft Word formats.